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Introduction
In many scientific domains, e.g., bio-science [8] , complex experiments typically require many processing or analysis steps over huge quantities of data. They can be represented as scientific workflows (SWfs), which facilitate the modeling, management and execution of computational activities linked by data dependencies. As the size of the data processed and the complexity of the computation keep increasing, these SWfs become data-intensive [8] , thus requiring execution in a high-performance distributed and parallel environment, e.g. a large-scale virtual cluster in the cloud.
Most Scientific Workflow Management Systems (SWfMSs) can now execute SWfs in the cloud [12] . Some examples of such SWfMS are Swift/T, Pegasus, SciCumulus, Kepler and OpenAlea, the latter being widely used in plant science for simulation and analysis.
It is common for workflow users to reuse other workflows or data generated by other workflows. Reusing and re-purposing workflows allow for the user to develop new analyses faster [7] . Furthermore, a user may need to execute a workflow many times with different sets of parameters and input data to analyze the impact of some experimental step, represented as a workflow fragment, i.e. a subset of the workflow activities and dependencies. In both cases, some fragments of the workflow will be executed many times, which can be highly resource consuming and unnecessary long. Workflow re-execution can be avoided by storing the intermediate results of these workflow fragments and reuse them in later executions.
In OpenAlea, this is provided by a lazy evaluation technique, i.e. the intermediate data is simply kept in memory after the execution of a workflow. This allows for a user to visualize and analyze all the activities of a workflow without any re-computation, even with some parameter changes. Although lazy evaluation represents a step forward, it has some limitations, e.g. it does not scale in distributed environments and requires much memory if the workflow is data-intensive.
In a single user perspective, the reuse of the previous results can be done by storing the relevant outputs of intermediate activities (intermediate data) within the workflow. This requires the user to manually manage the caching of the results that she wants to reuse, which can be difficult as she needs to be aware of the data size, execution time of each task, i.e. the instantiation of an activity during the execution of a workflow, or other factors that could allow deciding which data is the best to store.
A complementary, promising approach is to reuse intermediate data produced by multiple executions of the same or different workflows. Some SWfMSs support the reuse of intermediate data, yet with some limitations. VisTrails [4] automatically makes the intermediate data persistent with the workflow definition. With a plugin [20] , VisTrails allows SWf execution in HPC environments, but does not benefit from reusing intermediate data. Kepler [2] manages a persistent cache of intermediate data in the cloud, but does not take data transfers from remote servers into account. There is also a trade-off between the cost of re-executing tasks versus storing intermediate data that is not trivial [1, 6] . Yuan et al. [18] propose an algorithm based on the ratio between re-computation cost and storage cost at the task level. The algorithm is improved in [19] to take into account workflow fragments. Both algorithms are used before the execution of the workflow, using the provenance data of the intermediate datasets. However, this approach is static and cannot deal with variations in tasks' execution times. In data intensive SWf, such variations can be very important depending on the input data, e.g., data compression tasks can be short or long depending on the data itself, regardless of size.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive caching solution for efficient execution of data-intensive workflows in the cloud. By adapting to the variations in tasks' execution times, our solution can maximize the reuse of intermediate data produced by workflows from multiple users. Our solution is based on a new SWfMS architecture that automatically manages the storage and reuse of intermediate data. Cache management is involved during two main steps: SWf preprocessing, to remove all fragments of the workflow that do not need to be executed; and cache provisioning, to decide at runtime which intermediate data should be cached. We propose an adaptive cache provisioning algorithm that deals with the variations in task execution times and output data. We evaluated our solution by implementing it in OpenAlea and performing extensive experiments on real data with a complex data-intensive application in plant phenotyping.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our real use case in plant phenotyping. Section 3 introduces our SWfMS architecture in the cloud. Section 4 describes our cache algorithm. Section 5 gives our experimental evaluation. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
Use Case in Plant Phenotyping
In this section, we introduce in more details a real SWf use case in plant phenotyping that will serve as motivation for the work and basis for the experimental evaluation.
In the last decade, high-throughput phenotyping platforms have emerged to allow for the acquisition of quantitative data on thousands of plants in wellcontrolled environmental conditions. These platforms produce huge quantities of heterogeneous data (images, environmental conditions and sensor outputs) and generate complex variables with in-silico data analyses. For instance, the seven facilities of the French Phenome project (https://www.phenome-emphasis.fr/ phenome_eng/) produce each year 200 Terabytes of data, which are heterogeneous, multiscale and originate from different sites. Analyzing automatically and efficiently such massive datasets is an open, yet important, problem for biologists [17] .
Computational infrastructures have been developed for processing plant phenotyping datasets in distributed environments [14] , where complex phenotyping analyses are expressed as SWfs. Such analyses can be represented, managed and shared in an efficient way, where compute-and data-based activities are linked by dependencies [5] .
One scientific challenge in phenomics, i.e., the systematic study of phenotypes, is to analyze and reconstruct automatically the geometry and topology of thousands of plants in various conditions observed from various sensors [16] . For this purpose, we developped the OpenAlea Phenomenal software package [3] . Phenomenal provides fully automatic workflows dedicated to 3D reconstruction, segmentation and tracking of plant organs, and light interception to estimate plant biomass in various scenarios of climatic change [15] .
Phenomenal is continuously evolving with new state-of-the-art methods that are added, thus yielding new biological insights (see Figure 1 ). A typical workflow is shown in Figure 1 sub-workflows. In Figure 1 .2, the different fragments are for binarization, 3D reconstruction, skeletonization, stem detection, organ segmentation and mesh generation. Other fragments such as greenhouse or field reconstruction, or simulation of light interception, can be reused.
Based on these different workflow fragments, different users can conduct different biological analyses using the same datasets. The SWf shown in Figure 1 .4 reuses the Binarize fragment to predict the flowering time in maize. In Figure  1 .5, the same Binarize fragment is reused and the 3D reconstruction fragment is added to reconstruct the volume of the 1,680 plants in 3D. Finally, in the SWf shown in Figure 1 .6, the previous SWf is reused, but with different parameters to study the environmental versus genetic influence of biomass accumulation.
These three studies have in common both the plant species (in our case maize plants) and share some workflow fragments. At least, scientists want to compare their results on previous datasets and extend the existing workflow with their own developed actors or fragments. To save both time and resources, they want to reuse the intermediate results that have already been computed rather than recompute them from scratch.
The Phenoarch platform is one of the Phenome nodes in Montpellier. It has a capacity of 1,680 plants with a controlled environment (e.g., temperature, humidity, irrigation) and automatic imaging through time. The total size of the raw image dataset for one experiment is 11 Terabytes.
Currently, processing a full experiment with the phenomenal workflow on local computational resources would take more than one month, while scientists require this to be done over the night (12 hours). Furthermore, they need to restart an analysis by modifying parameters, fix errors in the analysis or extend it by adding new processing activities. Thus, we need to use more computational resources in the cloud including both large data storage that can be shared by multiple users.
Cloud SWfMS Architecture
In this section, we present our SWfMS architecture that integrates caching and reuse of intermediate data in the cloud. We motivate our design decisions and describe our architecture in two ways: first, in terms of functional layers (see Figure 2 ), which shows the different functions and components; then, in terms of nodes and components (see Figure 3 ), which are involved in the processing of SWfs.
Our architecture capitalizes on the latest advances in distributed and parallel computing to offer performance and scalability [13] . We consider a distributed architecture with on premise servers, where raw data is produced (e.g., by a phenotyping experimental platform in our use case), and a cloud site, where the SWf is executed. The cloud site (data center) is a shared-nothing cluster, i.e. a cluster of server machines, each with processor, memory and disk. We choose shared-nothing as it is the most scalable architecture for big data analysis.
In the cloud, metadata management has a critical impact on the efficiency of SWf scheduling as it provides a global view of data location, e.g. at which nodes some raw data is stored, and enables task tracking during execution [9] . We organize the metadata in three repositories: catalog, provenance database and cache index. The catalog contains all information about users (access rights, etc.), raw data location and SWfs (code libraries, application code). The provenance database captures all information about SWf execution. The cache index contains information about tasks and intermediate data produced, as well as the location of files that store the intermediate data. Thus, the cache index itself is small (only file references) and the cached data can be managed using the underlying file system. A good solution for implementing these metadata repositories is a modern key-value store, such as Cassandra (https://cassandra.apache. org), which provides efficient key-based access, scalability and fault-tolerance through replication in a shared-nothing cluster.
The raw data (files) are intially produced at some servers, e.g. in our use case, at the phenotyping platform and get transferred to the cloud site. The cache data (files) are produced at the cloud site after SWf execution. A good solution to store these files in a cluster is a distributed file system like Lustre (http://lustre.org) which is used a lot in HPC as it scales to high numbers of files. [10] , which distinguishes various layers, to support intermediate data caching. The SWf manager is the component that the user clients interact with to develop, share and execute worksflows, using the metadata (catalog, provenance database and cache index). It determines the workflow activities that need to be executed, and generates the associated tasks for the scheduler. It also uses the cache index for SWf preprocessing to identify the intermediate data to reuse and the tasks that need not be re-executed.
The scheduler exploits the catalog and provenance database to decide which tasks should be scheduled to cloud sites. The task manager controls task execution and uses the cache manager to decide whether the task's output data should be placed in the cache. The cache manager implements the adaptive cache provisioning algorithm described in Section 4. The SWf data manager deals with data storage, using a distributed file system. Figure 3 shows how these components are involved in SWf processing, using the traditional master-worker model. There are three kinds of nodes, master, compute and data nodes, which are all mapped to cluster nodes at configuration time, e.g. using a cluster manager like Yarn ( http://hadoop.apache.org). The master node includes the SWf manager, scheduler and cache manager, and deals with the metadata. The master node is lightly loaded as most of the work of serving clients is done by the compute and data nodes (or worker nodes), which perform task management and execution, and data management, respectively. So, it is not a bootleneck. However, to avoid any single point of failure, there is a standby master node that can perform failover upon the master node's failure.
Let us now illustrate briefly how SWf processing works. User clients connect to the cloud site's master node. SWf execution is controlled by the master node, which identifies, using the SWf manager, which activities in the fragment can take advantage of cached data, thus avoiding task execution. The scheduler schedules the corresponding tasks that need to be processed on compute nodes which in turn will rely on data nodes for data access. It also adds the transfers of raw data from remote servers that are needed for executing the SWf. For each task, the task manager decides whether the task's output data should be placed in the cache taking into account storage costs, data size, network costs. When a task terminates, the compute node sends to its master the task's execution information to be added in the provenance database. Then, the master node updates the provenance database and may trigger subsequent tasks
Cache Management
This section presents in details our techniques for cache management.
We start by introducing some terms and concepts. A SWf W (A, D) is the abstract representation of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of computational activities A and their data dependencies D. There is a dependency between two activities if one consumes the data produced by the other. An activity is a description of a piece of work and can be a computational script (computational activity), some data (data activity) or some set-oriented algebraic operator like map or filter [11] . The parents of an activity are all activities directly connected to its inputs. A task t is the instantiation of an activity during execution with specific associated input data. The input Input(t) of t is the data needed for the task to be computed, and the output Output(t) is the data produced by the execution of t. Whenever necessary, for clarity, we alternatively use the term intermediate data instead of output data. Execution data corresponds to the input and output data related to a task t. For the same activity, if two tasks t i and t j have the equal inputs then they produce the same output data, i.e., Input(t i ) = Input(t j ) ⇒ Output(t i ) = Output(t j ). A SWf's input data is the raw data generated by the experimental platforms, e.g., a phenotyping platform. An executable workflow for workflow W (A, D) is W ex (A, D, T, Input), where T is a DAG of tasks corresponding to activities in A and Input is the input data.
In our solution, cache management is involved during two main steps: SWf preprocessing and cache provisioning. SWf preprocessing occurs just before execution and is done by the SWf manager using the cache index. The goal is to transform an executable workflow W ex (A, D, T, Input) into an equivalent, simpler subworkflow W ex (A , D , T , Input ), where A is a subgraph of A with dependencies D , T is a subgraph of T corresponding to A and Input ∈ Input. This is done by removing from the executable workflow all tasks and corresponding input data for which the output data is in the cache. The preprocessing step uses a recursive algorithm that traverses the DAG starting from the leaf nodes (corresponding to tasks). For each task t, if Output(t) is already in the cache, this means that the entire subgraph of T whose leaf is t can be removed. Figure 4 illustrates the preprocessing step on the Phenomenal SWf. The yellow tasks have their output data stored in the cache. They are replaced by the corresponding data as input for the subgraphs of tasks that need to be executed. Fig. 4 : DAG of tasks before pre-processing (left) and the selected fragments that need to be executed (right).
The second step, cache provisioning, is performed during workflow execution. Traditional (in memory) caching involves deciding, as data is read from disk into memory, which data to replace to make room, using a cache replacement algorithm, e.g. LRU. In our context, using a disk-based cache, the question is different, i.e. to decide which task output data to place in the cache using a cache provisioning algorithm. This algorithm is implemented by the cache manager and used by the task manager when executing a task.
A simple cache provisioning algorithm, which we will use as baseline, is to use a greedy method that simply stores all tasks' output data in the cache. However, since SWf executions produce huge quantities of output data, this approach would incur high storage costs. Worse, for some short duration tasks, accessing cache data from disk may take much more time than re-executing the corresponding task subgraph from the input data in memory.
Thus, we propose a cache provisioning algorithm with an adaptive method that deals with the variations in task execution times and output data. The principle is to compute, for each task t, a score based on the sizes of the input and output data it consumes and produces, and the execution time of t. During workflow execution, the execution time of each task t, denoted by ExT ime(t), is stored in the provenance database. If t has already been executed, ExT ime(t) already exists in the provenance database. When t is re-executed, its execution time is recomputed and ExT ime(t) is updated as the average between the new and old execution times.
The adaptive aspect of our solution is to take into account task compression behavior. With a high compression ratio, it may be efficient to store the output data rather than the input data and recomputing it. In contrary, with a high expansion ratio, storing the input data rather than the output may save disk space.
Let size(Input(t)) and size(Output(t)) denote the input and output data size of a task t, respectively. The data compression ratio of a task quantifies the reduction of the input data processed by the task, i.e.,
Based on this data compression ratio, a cache provisioning score, denoted by CacheScore, is defined. For a task t, let F be a constant to normalize the time factor, ω s and ω t represent the weight for the storage cost and execution time, they are determined by the user and ω s + ω t = 1, the cache provisioning score is obtained by:
The cache score reveals the relevancy of caching the output data of t and takes into account the compression metric and execution time. According to the weights provided by the user, she may prefer to give more importance to the compression ratio or executions time, depending on the storage capacity and available computational resources. Then, during each task t execution, the task manager calls the cache manager to compute CacheScore(t). If the computed value is bigger than the threshold provided by the user, then t's output data will be cached. This threshold is chosen based on the overhead of cache provisioning (i.e., the time spent to store t's output data) and the cache size.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we first present our experimental setup. Then, we present our experiments and comparisons of different caching methods in terms of speedup and monetary cost in single user and multiuser modes. Finally, we give concluding remarks.
Experimental Setup
Our experimental setup includes the cloud infrastructure, SWf implementation and experimental dataset.
The cloud infrastructure is composed of one site with one data node (N1) and two identical compute nodes (N2, N3). The raw data is originally stored in an external server. During computation, raw data is transferred to N1, which contains Terabytes of persistent storage capacities. Each compute node has much computing power, with 80 vCPUs (virtual CPUs, equivalent to one core each of a 2.2GHz Intel Xeon E7-8860v3) and 3 Terabytes of RAM, but less persistent storage (20 Gigabytes).
We implemented the Phenomenal workflow (see Section 2) using OpenAlea and deployed it on the different nodes using the Conda multi-OS package manager. The master node is hosted on one of the compute node (N2). The metadata repositories are stored on the same node (N2) using the Cassandra key-value store. Files for raw and cached data are shared between the different nodes using the Lustre file system. File transfer between nodes is implemented with ssh.
The Phenoarch platform has a capacity of 1,680 plants with 13 images per plant per day. The size of an image is 10 Megabytes and the duration of an experiment is around 50 days. The total size of the raw image dataset represents 11 Terabytes for one experiment. The dataset is structured as 1,680 time series, composed of 50 time points (one per plant and per day).
We use a version of the Phenomenal workflow composed of 9 main activities. We execute it on a subset of the use case dataset, that is 1 25 of the size of the full datatset, or 440 Gigabytes of raw data, which represents the execution of 30,240 tasks.
Experiments
We execute the workflow on the subset dataset with different number of vCPUs and different caching methods. We consider workflow executions from a single user or multiple users to test the re-execution of the same workflow several times.
We compare three different caching methods: 1) no cache, 2) greedy, and 3) adaptive. Greedy and adaptive are described in Section 4.
In the single user scenario, the execution time corresponds to the transfer time of the raw data from the remote servers, the time to run the workflow and the time for cache provisioning, if any. In the multiuser scenario, the same workflow is executed on the same data several times (up to 6 times).
The raw data is fetched on the data node as follows: a first chunk is fetched from the remote data servers, then the remaining chunks are fetched while the execution starts on the first chunk. As the execution takes longer than transferring the raw data, we only count the time of transferring the first chunk in the execution time.
For the adaptive method, the coefficients ω d and ω t defined by the user are set to 0.5 each. The threshold is set to 0.4. In the rest of this section, we compare the three methods in terms of speedup and monetary cost.
Speedup. We compare the speedup of the three caching methods. We define speedup as speedup(n) = Tn T10 where T n is the execution time on n vCPUs and T 10 is the execution time of the no cache method on 10 vCPUs.
The workflow execution is distributed on nodes N2 and N3, for different numbers of vCPUs. For one execution, Figure 5 .a shows that the fastest method is no cache (red curve). This is normal because there is no additional time to make data persistent and provision the cache. However, the overhead of cache provisioning with the adaptive method is very small (green curve in Figure 5 .a) compared with the greedy method (blue curve in Figure 5 .a) where all the output data are saved in the cache.
The speedup with adaptive goes up to 94.4% of that with no cache, while the speedup with greedy goes up to 59.9%. For instance, with 80 vCPUs, the execu-tion time of the adaptive method (i.e., 3,714 seconds) is only 5.8% higher than that of the no cache method (i.e. 3,510 seconds). This is much faster than the greedy method, which adds 68.2% of computation time in comparison with the no cache method. Re-execution with the greedy and adaptive methods have much smaller execution time than the first execution. The greedy method re-execution time is the fastest, with only 2.3% (i.e., 129 seconds) of the no cache method execution time, because all the output data is already cached. Furthermore, as only the master node is working although no computation is done, the re-execution time is independent of the number of vCPUs and can be computed from a personal computer with limited vCPUs. The adaptive method re-execution time is a bit higher as 16.3% (i.e., 572 seconds) of the no cache method execution time for a gain of 513%. With the adaptive method, some computation still needs to be done when the workflow is re-executed, but such re-execution on the whole dataset can be done in less than a day (i.e., 19.4 hours) on a 10 vCPUs machine, compared with 6.9 days with the no cache method. For three executions, starting without cache, Figure 5 .b shows that the adaptive method is much faster than the other methods. The greedy method is faster than the no cache method in this case, because the additional time for the cache provisioning is compensated by the very short re-execution times of the greedy method. With 80 vCPUs, the speedup of the adaptive method (i.e., 18.1) is 54.70% better than that of the greedy method (i.e., 11.7) and 162.31% better than that of the no cache method (i.e., 6.9). The adaptive method is faster on three executions than the other methods, despite having re-execution time higher than the greedy method, because the overhead of the cache provisioning is 57% smaller. Monetary Cost. To compare the monetary of the three caching methods, we first define execution cost in US$ as follows:
where ExT ime is the total time of one or multiple executions in seconds, T otalCache represents the size of the data in the cache in Gigabytes. Cost cpu and Cost disk are the pricing coefficients determined in $ per cpu per hour and $ per Gigabyte per month, respectively.
To set the price parameters, we use Amazon's cost model, i.e., Cost disk is $0.1 per Gigabyte per month for storage and two instances at $5.424 per hour for computation, i.e., Cost cpu is $10.848 per hour. As we can see from Figure 6 , the monetary cost of the adaptive method is much smaller than the greedy method due to the amount of cached data produced by the adaptive method (i.e., 390 Gigabytes for the whole experimentation), which is much smaller than for the greedy method (i.e., 3.9 % of the total output data). In terms of monetary cost, the greedy method becomes more efficient than the no cache method at the sixth user in the month. The adaptive method is 28.40% less costly than the no cache method and 254.44% less costly than the greedy method for two executions. For six executions, the adaptive method is still 120.16% less costly than no cache method and 114.38% less costly than the greedy method.
Discussion
The adaptive method has better speedup compared to the no cache and greedy methods, with performance gains up to 162.31% and 54.70% respectively for three executions. The direct execution time gain for each re-execution is 344.9% for the adaptive method in comparison with the no cache method (i.e., 3.9 hours instead of 17.7). One requirement from the use case was to make workflow execution time shorter than half a day (12 hours). The adaptive method allows for the user to re-execute the workflow on the total dataset (i.e., 11 Terabytes) in less than 4 hours. In terms of monetary costs, the adaptive method yields very good gains, up to 120.16% with 6 workflow re-executions in comparison to the no cache method and up to 254.44% for two workflow re-executions in comparison to the greedy method.
We also conducted other experiments based on the Phenomenal use case, typical of practical situations. However, because of space limitations, we can only summarize the results for two experiments: 1) execute a SWf that has already been executed with different parameters, and 2) extend an existing SWf by adding new activities. The first experiment corresponds to the situation where the user tests other possibilities with different parameters. When some parameters are changed, all the tasks depending on them and the one below need to be re-executed. For the greedy method, the overhead in cache provisioning and the storage cost increase rapidly as the number of parameters changes goes up. But the adaptive method has small overhead due to less data storage, and thus the increase of the storage cost is an order of magnitude smaller than that with greedy.
In the second experiment, the structure of the workflow is modified by adding new activities as discussed in Section 2. Similar to what happens with reexecution of a single SWf, the monetary cost of the greedy method is higher than the no cache method for up to 6 executions with different fragments or different parameters. And the execution time of greedy is always better than no cache. The adaptive method is both faster and cheaper than both no cache and greedy.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive caching solution for efficient execution of data-intensive workflows in the cloud. Our solution automatically manages the storage and reuse of intermediate data and adapts to the variations in task execution times and output data size. The adaptive aspect our solution is to take into account task compression behavior.
We implemented our solution in the OpenAlea system and performed extensive experiments on real data with the Phenomenal workflow, with 11 Terabytes of raw data. We compared three methods : no cache, greedy, and adaptive. Our experimental validation shows that the adaptive method allows caching only the relevant output data for subsequent re-executions by other users, without incurring a high storage cost for the cache. The results show that adaptive caching can yield major performance gains, e.g., up to 120.16% with 6 workflow reexecutions.
This work solves an important issue in experimental science like biology, where scientists extend existing workflows with new methods or new parameters to test their hypotheses on datasets that have been previously analyzed.
